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Arctic Shipping: Future Polar Express
Seaways? Shipowners’ Opinion

Sébastien Pelletier∗ and Frédéric Lasserre∗∗

Since about 1995, climate change has begun to mark Arctic region.1 The
first and strongest signs of global-scale climate change exist in the high lat-
itudes of the planet.2 The Earth is indeed facing what is now known as
Global Warming. The observed warming in the Arctic in the latter half of the
20th century appears to be without precedent since the early Holocene.3

Also, changes in northern climate are expected to continue throughout the
21st century and persist for many centuries to come, bringing with them
major physical, ecological, sociological and economic transformations.4

With the world economy continuing to grow rapidly, driven in particular
by fast economic take-off in countries such as China, Brazil and India, these
climate changes are likely to rush the Arctic’s development and usher in a
new phase of globalization. Meanwhile, demand for energy (oil and gas) and
raw materials (iron, nickel, zinc, etc.) is increasing. This contributes in part
to explain the rapid rise in prices of many commodities which has been
observed in recent years of strong economic growth. As for crude oil, in its
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2008 World Energy Outlook, IEA5 projected an average price of $100 per
barrel up to 2015, rising to over $120 in 2030.6 As the reserves of some
important resources such as oil run out, and assuming that diversification of
supply sources has been seen as the key to energy security,7 energy compa-
nies scour the globe in search of promising new fields, and now in inhos-
pitable regions—such as the Arctic—which until recently aroused little
interest given the importance of costs of such exploration projects. In addi-
tion, global interest in polar regions including the Arctic is increasing in its
own right: the year 2007-2008 was the fourth International Polar Year.

I
EXPLOITATION OF NON-RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES,

MAIN GROWTH ENGINE OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT?

From the standpoint of resources, the entire Arctic seems to become a new
Eldorado and the media have widely reflected the idea that the Arctic holds
important deposits of minerals as well as oil and gas. In 2008, the USGS8

completed an assessment which indicates that the area north of the Arctic
Circle contains about 30% of world’s undiscovered gas reserves and 13% of
world’s undiscovered oil reserves, more precisely 90 billion barrels of oil,
1,669 trillion cubic feet of natural gas, and 44 billion barrels of natural gas
liquids that may remain to be found, of which approximately 84 percent is
expected to occur in offshore areas on continental shelves under less than
500 m of water.9

The Canadian Arctic, and to some extent Greenland, would also be
regions rich in natural resources, rich enough at least to stimulate a resur-
gence of underwater mapping. The aim here, for Canada and the countries
bordering the Arctic Ocean in general, is to ensure ownership of virgin ter-
ritory, should promising deposits discovery occur. However, it is important
to keep in mind that the amount of these reserves made by the USGS are
estimates, not proven, and should be considered as such to prevent the
spread of false ideas that may substantially impact public policies. It suffices
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here to think of the occasional alarming tone used by the press to portray the
geo-political economy of the Arctic. Overestimated reserves might also mis-
lead governments. Politicians and the press often forget to point out that
almost all of these reserves (95%) would find themselves inside non-con-
testable exclusive economic zones of countries bordering the Arctic; that
said, any tensions or hostilities (the media often refer to the term “Cold
War”) arising from the ownership and control of these resources are unlike-
ly in the near future. It should also be noted that these potential deposits are
actually significant but still modest compared to the proven reserves of
Saudi Arabia (about three times larger), which are technically easier to
extract. Current climate change could indeed authorize new ambitions and
make the Arctic more accessible to exploration and extraction of these raw
materials, both energetic and mineral, keeping in mind that industry interest
is a necessary condition for development of Arctic resources.10 It is these
resources that could be at the heart of issues related to tomorrow’s Arctic
shipping and it is necessary to take note of the nature and extent thereof. We
focus here (in a non-exhaustive way) on the resources of the Canadian
Arctic, Greenland and Russia.

A. Energetic Resources

First, in regard to energetic resources, that is to say, oil and gas, those
located within Canada are distributed in three areas: the first is in the region
of the Mackenzie River Valley and coastal land in the Yukon (28 discoveries
and two producing fields); the second in the Arctic Island (19 discoveries)
and finally the third in the Mackenzie Delta and Beaufort Sea (discovered
resources in excess of one billion barrels of oil and ten trillion cubic feet
(tcf) of gas in 60 significant discoveries).11 Several exploration licenses were
sold to oil companies by the Canadian government (through Natural
Resources Canada and AANDC) in 2007 and 2008. In 2007, Imperial Oil
and Exxon paid $585 million for a single exploration block in the Beaufort
Sea, 120 km offshore while in June 2008, the British giant BP announced it
would spend $1,2 billion to be entitled to a block in the same region.12 The
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North American Arctic is clearly in the cross hairs of the industry, and it is
only a matter of time before the starting gun of a new era of energy explo-
ration in the Far North is heard in corporate offices.13 In regard to its domes-
tic consumption, Canada consumes about one million barrels of its own
crude oil per day (and exports approximately 2 million barrels per day of
crude oil to the US). At present, the Canadian Arctic region is only a minor
contributor to this production. Anticipated increases in natural gas con-
sumption in the coming decade due to higher oil and petroleum costs will
heighten the need for new natural gas deposits to be found.14

The case of Greenland seems limited. Exploration is focused now on its
western coast. Trials in 1976, 1977 and 1990 had proved negative but the
demand and high prices have encouraged the autonomous government to
revive the exploration in July 2002; four waves of selling new concessions
have been held since.15

With regard to Russia, the extent of its reserves of energetic resources
makes it the main Arctic hydrocarbon reservoir of tomorrow, which explains
its interest in Arctic exploration and exploitation. Nearly 80% of oil reserves
and 90% of gas reserves of Russia are found in the Arctic.16 Russian firms
know hydrocarbon deposits lie in the Barents and Kara Seas and are con-
sidering exploring the East Siberia Sea, where data are lacking.17 For exam-
ple, the Shtokman field (or Chtokman) in the Barents Sea, about 500 kilo-
meters outside the Russian border, by 350 meters deep, is ten times more
abundant than the Snøhvit project operated by Statoil (north of Hammerfest)
and might constitute the largest natural gas reserves on the planet. It will be
operated by Russia’s Gazprom.18 In that country, the exploitation of natural
resources has always been an important driver for developing its Nordic
region (Siberia and the Northern Sea Route) and corresponds to a political
wish dating back to Soviet times (planned economy for northern region
enhancement). In terms of production, the share of Russia is huge and makes
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her the world’s largest gas producer and second largest in oil. If the Arctic
contributes 10% of global oil production and 25% of global gas production,
Russia provides for 80% of Arctic oil production and 99% of Arctic gas pro-
duction.19 Reserves of around 10,000 billion cubic meters of gas and 4.5 bil-
lion tons of oil have been discovered in the Yamal Peninsula and the region
of the mouth of the Ob.20 According to separate estimates by Gazprom and
NorskHydro, there may be 275-400 million tons of extractable offshore oil
reserves in the Pechora Sea, which – if exploited – are likely to be exported
by sea.21 Regarding the continental shelf of the Barents and Pechora Seas, it
contains 5% of oil reserves and 19% of gas reserves.22 Thereby, with such
large amounts of resources, it is becoming clear that the Russian energy
potential might be exploited sooner or later. It will, therefore, justify the
commissioning of a maritime conveyance without doubt rather than road or
rail (these two modes are not the favorites in the context of Siberia’s extreme
climate) to ensure the refinement but also possibly routing to the consump-
tion centers.

B. Mineral Resources

Secondly, in terms of mineral resources, the most likely to be exploited at
present are gold, silver, lead, nickel, zinc, uranium (deposits in subarctic
Canada are making the country the number one producer in the world), iron,
cobalt and diamonds. Long limited to restricted activity, exploitation of
resources of the North American Arctic is now starting to attract major inter-
national companies such as Rio Tinto (UK), De Beers (South Africa) and
Areva (France); if these projects are developed as suggested by the compa-
nies’ reports, an important traffic route to and from mines should develop in
the Arctic archipelago and around Greenland.23 Also, if the exploitation of
the mineral potential is confirmed, important maritime traffic would result,
whether for ore transport by heavy bulk carrier or to support the logistical
needs of the various mines. For now, Baffinland Iron Mines Corporation’s
goal to exploit the iron deposits at Mary River on Baffin Island is the largest
industrial project under way in the Canadian Arctic. The project’s promoters
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are counting on producing 18 million tonnes of direct-shipping iron ore for
at least 25 years primarily to European steel mills; a fleet of between 10 and
17 vessels, operating year-around, would be required, depending on produc-
tion volume and actual size of the vessels.24 The project is quite advanced,
with the technical studies completed and ongoing environmental assess-
ment; in addition, in terms of shipping, tests (three loads of minerals into
northern Europe) have already been made at the end of the 2008 navigation
season.25 Fednav, the only Canadian company that operates in the Arctic
Shipping Pollution Prevention Control Zone in the winter thanks to her two
ice-breaking bulk carriers Arctic and Umiak 1,26 is established as a commer-
cial operator of dry bulk ships and specializes in two geographic markets:
the Great Lakes and the routing of mineral resources from the Arctic to the
processing sites. Involved in most of Northern mining projects, Fednav
transports the annual production of the Raglan mine from Deception Bay to
the Port of Quebec City.27

Greenland, meanwhile, is no exception. After mining cuts of 2001 and
2002, a recovery took place for lead, zinc, iron, coal, gold, platinum, urani-
um and molybdenum. The number of granted exploration licenses has
increased from 19 in 2001 to 71 in 2009.28 Greenland is also rich in bauxite,
at least enough to attract the interest of Alcoa which focuses on building an
aluminum smelter with a yearly capacity of 340,000 tonnes (which would
come into production in late 2014) and a deep-water port.29

Mineral resources of Russia are mainly nickel and copper. Norilsk Nickel,
a company that provides 20% of world production, produced in 2009
124,000 tonnes of nickel and 324,000 tonnes of copper thanks to its Norilsk
deposit.30 This major production is already sent by ship (double-action con-
tainership MS Norilskiy Nickel—class LU7—built by Aker Yards) on the
Yenisei River to the plant on the Kola Peninsula.
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As we can see, the accelerated summer melt of sea ice in the Arctic
Ocean, a phenomenon widely observed and documented on a recurring
basis, suggests new challenges. These key issues are twofold: first the for-
mation of three shorter shipping routes between the Atlantic and Asia (parts
of Northwest, Northeast or Northern Sea Route and Arctic Bridge, the latter
linking the port of Murmansk, Russia, to that of Churchill, Manitoba,
Canada) and second the renewed interest in the potential for exploitation of
mineral and energy resources as the Arctic deposits again become attractive.
Besides these two major economic and strategic perspectives, the predicted
climate changes will lead to the isolation of remote industrial areas and eas-
ier navigation for the Military.31 The Northwest Passage’s navigation season
could rise from 20 to 30 days per year to 90 or 100 days by 2080.32

It is true that there is a gain in terms of distances: the route London—
Yokohama by the Northwest Passage, for example, is 15,700 km, shorter
than by Suez (21,200 km) or Panama (23,300 km).33 This observation fuels
the belief that these Arctic routes, shorter in distances, are likely to attract
major transit navigation therefore become a major political issue. But will
this reduction in transit distance, in the case of the Arctic zone, result in an
automatic reduction in transit time? Not necessarily. Despite this advantage,
many obstacles remain to navigation which will have an impact on the deci-
sions of the actors.34 Moreover, and this is the aim of this paper, the scenar-
ios of development of maritime traffic in the Arctic are largely hypothetical
and do not take into account the views of shipowners, key economic players
responsible for the development of the maritime region.

II
METHODOLOGY

This article set out to deliver the results of an empirical survey conducted
among shipping companies, in order to measure interest in developing their
activities in the Arctic. To do this, 142 ocean carriers directly operating ships
were contacted. The survey also focused on operators navigating in the
northern hemisphere only: the advantage in terms of distance disappears if
the pair origin/destination is located in the southern hemisphere. The lead-
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ers of these companies were contacted from February 2008 to August 2010.35

Companies were invited to answer questions: “Do you plan to develop activ-
ities in the Arctic?” and “Why are you considering whether to develop your
activities in the Arctic?”; 98 responses in total were obtained, the answers to
the first question being “yes”, “no” and “perhaps” while those of the second
question were identified by response category. This relatively small sample
does not lend itself to statistical analysis, so the use of results offers no quan-
titative statistical analysis: only the qualitative approach remains appropriate
here.

A. Results

Among the companies that have expressed an interest in the Arctic, eight
are already present on the Arctic transport market: three in the bulk segment
and the other five in the segment of general merchandise. These companies
are all active in serving local communities or mining and oil facilities from
the Canadian and Russian Arctic. All these companies have expressed the
desire to strengthen their presence in arctic shipping.

In all segments, a large majority of respondents noted the lack of interest
in their company for Arctic routes. Only 17 companies responded yes, 10
perhaps and 71 not interested. (Table 1).

However, the segmentation revealed very different approaches from the
ocean carriers: The general cargo segment, for which many companies in the
sample were already present in the Arctic, seems to be the one where the
highest proportion of companies show a desire to develop an arctic shipping
offer: 5 yes and 4 no. In the bulk segment, the overall answer is negative with
25 no, 9 yes and 6 perhaps. In the mixed segment and bulk and container,
the answers are rather negative: 5 no against only 2 yes and one perhaps. In
Ro-Ro (for Roll-on and Roll-off – goods are being loaded by wheeled vehi-
cles) and container sectors, no doubt: the answer is a clear refusal with 35
no and 3 perhaps.

B. Analysis

The replies to the second question—“Why are you considering whether to
develop your activities in the Arctic?”—allows us to describe the distribu-
tions of responses according to the strategies of carriers.
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Among the companies looking to increase business opportunities in the
Arctic, and who are saying they wish to develop their activities (yes), or at
least are thinking about it (perhaps), the arguments are:

First, the argument of costs, potential savings, interested companies who
wish to engage in transit by Arctic routes, between Europe and Asia or
between Asia and north-east coast of North America. It should be noted that
of the 12 companies that show an interest in this transit option, there are 2
yes and 10 perhaps. Then, the local service, whether local communities or
for natural resources exploitation, is more successful and allows a greater
number of companies to display an interest (15 yes). The market for local
service and especially mining and hydrocarbon deposits seems promising,
and it is this niche that attracts shipowners. However, eight of 15 companies
say they favor the Northeast Passage for it is better equipped in infrastruc-
ture, with more local ports to be served, more mining or oil activities.

Among the companies that do not consider the development of activities
in the Arctic, companies from all segments note the following points:

First, the market for Arctic routes, local service or transit, is a thin market.
For local service, the volumes to be transported are limited and competition
fierce (4 mentions). The exploitation of natural resources creates traffic but
fewer ships might be sufficient to serve deposits: although it is growing rap-
idly, the market is not significant (9 mentions). Secondly, the ongoing risk
and uncertainty on these routes: drifting ice, extreme cold, scarcity of port
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Sector of activity Total
Container Ro-Ro Container Bulk General Special

and bulk Cargo projects
Yes 2 9 5 1 17
No 35 2 5 25 4 71
Perhaps 3 1 6 10
Total 38 2 8 40 9 1 98

Table 1. Overview of responses according to company’s home region and main
sector of activity.

Home region Total
Europe Asia North America

Yes 10 7 17
No 32 25 14 71
Perhaps 5 3 2 10
Total 47 28 23 98



facilities or navigation aids; imprecision of charts, isolation, and therefore
high cost of policies of insurance (18 mentions). Third, the risks associated
with growlers (small blocks of hard ice floating just above the water) and
small icebergs, very difficult to detect, require slow speed when the proba-
bility of encountering such blocks of ice is significant. In this case, the tran-
sit time is lengthened, thereby reducing the interest of Arctic transits (6 men-
tions). Finally, expensive strengthened vessels, at least 1A Class36 are essen-
tial to meet minimum insurance requirements; these ships must be equipped
to navigate polar regions (de-icing system, two drive shafts etc.). Ships must
also be temperature controlled to protect the goods from chills, especially for
the container sector. These ships represent a high capital cost and are expen-
sive to operate (lower hydrodynamics; heavier, therefore higher fuel con-
sumption per km) (13 mentions).

Some answers are specific to areas of activity:

1. Bulk transport:

First, to be amortized, a major investment such as buying an ice-
strengthened vessel means being operated in Arctic waters, not ice-free
waters. However, the bulk market is based on spot contracts (tramp) rather
than regular liner shipping. Thus, long-term financial guarantees are
required to enable these vessels to sail for several years in Arctic waters,
which is not easy with the modus operandi of the market (7 mentions). Then,
these roads will remain too risky, especially given the nature of cargo, and
therefore probably too expensive to insure (3 mentions). Finally, in light of
changing markets and geographic areas of operations and consumption, it
does not seem interesting to try to develop such routes (8 mentions).

2. Container transport:

First, the transportation of containers—such as transport of cars via Ro-
Ro—operates in just in time: firms do not only sell the transportation of
goods, but also the delivery of a pre-determined amount of stocks according
to specific schedules. However, the presence of drifting ice, icebergs in
increasing numbers, heavy fog make compliance with these schedules diffi-
cult since the ship speed will vary constantly. A temporary obstruction of
certain straits, making them very difficult passages, could result in delays or
even requiring the ship to turn around to pass through Panama, with possi-
bly disastrous delays (23 mentions). Second, the ice will always be present
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in winter, with harsh conditions: extreme cold; full night; isolation. Potential
transit routes therefore will not work in winter, implying that, twice a year,
companies must remake their schedules, which is expensive and increases
the risk of error, thus delays (22 mentions). Third, it is very difficult to pre-
dict when the ice will reform, and when it will break up, yet regular liner
shipping schedules are determined several weeks in advance. This may lead
to setting summer routes when some straits are not yet free of ice, or, vice-
versa, resulting in missing many days of open water (8 mentions). Fourth, in
light of a possible toll (already in force in the Northeast Passage because of
the mandatory icebreaker escort in Russia) and higher insurance premiums,
it is not certain that the actual cost of Arctic routes is interesting (10 men-
tions). Fifth, for containership transit, there is no intermediary market and
no port equipped to handle containers to serve on the way, which reduces the
commercial value of these routes as opposed to multiple loading / unloading
along the more classic Suez or Panama routes (14 mentions). Finally, the
container segment is very competitive; carriers try to optimize their rotations
and amortize their ships on busy routes offering a strong potential for cargo.
Thus, Arctic routes seem more theoretical than options that offer interesting
solutions. Companies did not really think of it seriously (26 mentions).

Thus, the reasons given for shipowners’ interest or lack of interest in
potential Arctic routes highlight these key points: the container sector is not
at all interested. Constraints in time, schedule elaboration and risk are too
great, for relatively minor perceived gains. Niche segments, such as servic-
ing local communities, have strong growth potential, and companies that are
already present look forward to extending their offer of service. The bulk
sector meanwhile has a nuanced answer. Transit could be interesting but few
companies mention it. It is more the opportunity to participate in the rapid-
ly expanding market of serving mining and oil facilities that seems to attract
the attention of shipowners. Gains in terms of cost and transit time, largely
put forward in the media, seem to attract only a minority of companies.
Companies do not seem to be interested in transit activities, because of the
perception of higher costs of capital and insurance, or a transit time which
may be little different from other routes as a result of reduced speed obliter-
ating the advantage of a shorter distance.

III
CONCLUSION

Summer melting of sea ice feeds scenarios of tomorrow’s explosion of
transit traffic along the Northwest and Northeast passages. Indeed, shipown-
ers are looking to reduce fuel expenses at all costs and increase their rota-
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tions. However, an analysis of the intentions of the shipowners, on a sample
of 98 companies, reveals a very different picture. If Arctic traffic does
increase, it will be neither an explosion nor through traffic, but destination
traffic supplying local communities, and traffic related to the exploitation of
natural resources that drives that growth. The bulk segment remains cau-
tious, while the container segment is not interested in Arctic routes at all.
Finally, according to the concerned owners and because of too much uncer-
tainty surrounding their sailing conditions, the Arctic passages are not about
to become new Panama.
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